This is the final report on the work done under the Flexible Memory Systems AASERT fellowship (Grant #F49620-94-1-0462). During the funding period, progress was made in two major areas:

- **M-Machine Hardware:** The memory system architecture of the M-Machine was finalized. RTL (Verilog) implementation of the memory system was continued. (RTL implementation began before the start of the funding period) At the end of the funding period, RTL models of the M-Machine's cache and external memory interface had been developed. The external memory interface had been integrated with a model for the M-Machine's off-chip memory, and integration of the cache banks and external memory interface had begun.

- **Runtime Software:** System software for the M-Machine was developed which use the novel features of the M-Machine to implement shared memory in software with hardware assistance, demonstrating that the M-Machine's memory mechanisms are sufficient for implementation of shared memory.
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Abstract

This is the final report on the work done under the Flexible Memory Systems AASERT fellowship (Grant #E49520-94-1-0462). During the funding period, progress was made in two major areas:

- **M-Machine Hardware**: The memory system architecture of the M-Machine was finalized. RTL (Verilog) implementation of the memory system was continued. (RTL implementation began before the start of the funding period) At the end of the funding period, RTL models of the M-Machine’s cache and external memory interface had been developed. The external memory interface had been integrated with a model for the M-Machine’s off-chip memory, and integration of the cache banks and external memory interface had begun.

- **Runtime Software**: System software for the M-Machine was developed which use the novel features of the M-Machine to implement shared memory in software with hardware assistance, demonstrating that the M-Machine's memory mechanisms are sufficient for implementation of shared memory.

1 Introduction

This document serves as the final technical report on the work funded by the Flexible Memory Systems AASERT award. The goals of this work were to extend the scope of the M-Machine project to provide greater flexibility in the memory system of the M-Machine, as part of his ongoing work as the memory system architect of the M-Machine.

The memory system of the M-Machine takes a somewhat unusual approach to implementing shared memory, by providing hardware support for shared memory without restricting the machine to a particular shared memory protocol. Previous machines have tended to either provide hardware to support a particular shared memory model, which allows the machine to implement that model efficiently, but limits the machine to one shared memory model, or to provide no hardware to support shared memory, which allows flexibility, but tends to result in poor performance due to software overheads.

The memory system of the M-Machine is designed to provide both efficiency and flexibility in shared memory. Instead of providing hardware to support one specific shared memory model, the M-Machine provides hardware mechanisms which accelerate a number of functions which are common to many shared memory implementations. These hardware mechanisms allow the M-Machine's hardware to determine which references can be resolved locally, and which access remote data. Local memory references are handled quickly in hardware, while remote references require software intervention. This model allows the efficient implementation of a number of different shared memory models, as the hardware mechanisms reduce the frequency with which software is invoked, and the run-time of the handlers when they are invoked.

2 Progress and Accomplishments

The AASERT award covered work on the memory system of the M-Machine as part of the M-Machine project, which continues to this day. During the period covered by the award, progress was made in the areas of architectural refinement, RTL Implementation, and Run-Time Software.
2.1 Architectural Refinement

During the period covered, a number of refinements were made to the architecture of the M-Machine's memory system. Due to the fact that the basic architecture of the M-Machine was fairly well-defined, the architectural refinements that were made were minor refinements as opposed to major changes. Refinements to the M-Machine architecture during this time period:

- The external memory system was made responsible for generating all event queue entries for events raised by the memory system. If the cache banks detect an event, the request is forwarded to the EMI for handling. Previously, the architecture had called for the cache banks to generate event queue entries for events that they detect. This architecture change was made to simplify the cache banks.

- The event queue format was changed to improve the performance of the runtime software by having the hardware generate data that the runtime software was having to compute, and including both the physical and virtual addresses of a memory event in the event queue entry to eliminate the need for the event handlers to perform an address translation.

- The PUTCSTAT instruction was revised so that it atomically flushes a data block from the on-chip cache, changes the block status of that block to the specified value, and returns the previous block status of the block. This change was made because the runtime software needs the ability to determine the status of a cache block immediately before the block is invalidated in the cache, and providing an atomic instruction to do this was the only way to provide this function.

2.2 RTL Implementation

The RTL implementation of the M-Machine continued throughout the funding period. During the funding period, the RTL for the cache banks and the EMI were completed to a sufficient level that integration testing of the entire memory system could begin. By the end of the funding period, the integrated memory system could perform reads and writes to both the caches and the external memory, and could detect and handle events by writing event queue entries into the event queue. The schematic design for the cache datapath was begun during the funded period, and completed shortly after the funded period.

2.3 Run-time Software

During the funded period, work was begun on implementing the run-time system of the M-Machine, including software handlers to allow the execution of shared-memory programs on the M-Machine. Two remote memory handlers have been implemented on the M-Machine, one which implements a cached shared-memory scheme, and one which implements an uncached shared-memory scheme. The implementation of these memory handlers serves to drive the refinement of the memory system architecture, and to demonstrate that the M-Machine's memory system mechanisms can be used to implement shared memory successfully.

3 Publications

Two major publications were made based on the work covered by this award. In 10/94, the paper "Hardware Support for Fast Capability-Based Addressing," which describes the memory protection scheme of the M-Machine, was published in the proceedings of the 5th International Conference on Architectural Support for Programming Languages and Operating Systems (ASPLOS VI). In 11/93, the paper "The M-Machine Multicomputer," by Marco Fillo et. al. was published in the MICRO-28 conference. This paper described the architecture of the M-Machine, including a description of the memory system and preliminary results from the run-time system. Copies of both of these papers are included with this report.
4 Conclusion

During the period covered by this award, a number of refinements were made to the memory system architecture. Significant progress was made on the implementation of the M-Machine hardware, and run-time software was written to demonstrate the feasibility of the M-Machine's memory system as a platform for implementing shared memory.
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